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MD Expo has set the bar for HTM conferences for 20 years
by providing world-class educational sessions, top-flight networking opportunities and an exhibit
hall filled with the latest technology, service and equipment options. It also provides opportunities for
meaningful interactions with HTM thought leaders and peers from around the nation.

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

OCTOBER 11

OCTOBER 12

Sponsored by:

8-10 AM Leadership Summit*
10 AM-3 PM Exhibitor Set Up
10-11 AM Education
10:30 AM-12:30 PM Reverse Expo**
11:30 AM-12:30 PM Education
12:30-1:30 PM Keynote Kick-off

7 AM Registration Opens
8-9 AM Education
9:30-10:30 AM Education
11 AM-12 PM Education
12-2:30 PM Exhibit Hall (lunch served)
2:45-3:45 PM Education
4-5 PM Education
5 PM LARS-A-PALOOZA
Concert on the lawn

(food and drinks provided)

Sponsored by:

5 PM Leadership Summit Cocktails
& Conversation*
6 PM Leadership Summit Dinner*

*Leadership Summit events are by
invitation only.
**Reverse Expo events are by
invitation only.

7 AM Registration Opens
7:30-8 AM Leadership Summit
Breakfast*

2-3 PM Keynote Address

THURSDAY

OCTOBER 13

Sponsored by:

3:30-6 PM Exhibit Hall Grand Opening
Sponsored by:

LARS-A-PALOOZA

The stage is set for what might be the greatest last night finale party in the history of MD Expo!
Lars-a-palooza, sponsored by ShopMedParts.com, will have the feel of a true outdoor musical festival
atmosphere, and will bring attendees and exhibitors together for a one-of-a-kind experience. Our musical
headliner will be The Main Squeeze , one of music’s hottest bands. Currently playing festivals all over the
world, their blend of funk, soul and rock will lure you into a groovy beat and have listeners hooked onto their
sound from the first chord. With the backdrop of the SoCal mountains, combined with tasty cuisine and cold
beverages, this is one MD Expo finale party you will not want to miss!
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EDUCATION
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12
10-11 AM
Introduction to Contrast Injectors
Stephen Maull, Owner,
Maull Biomedical Training LLC
This course will teach the purpose
of contrast injectors, the principles
of why the different parameters are
selected when performing an injection
and the general components of contrast injectors.
It will also teach general operation and items of
interest when performing a PM.

Introduction to Servicing
Cardiovascular & Interventional
Radiology Systems
Todd Boyland, CEO, RSTI
This presentation is designed
for imaging engineers who have
experience servicing traditional
digital radiography and fluoroscopy
systems and who are transitioning into servicing
more advanced cardiovascular and interventional
radiology systems. We will discuss the similarities
and differences between modern IVR systems,
compared to traditional R&F systems. We will
discuss exams and procedures that require highly
specialized equipment and peripherals in, and
around, the cath/angio lab. We will also discuss
common issues related to servicing modern IVR
systems.

How to Effectively Motivate Staff
Alan Gresch, VP Healthcare
Strategy, Accruent
Learn strategies to motivate staff of
all generations, helping you build a
high-performing organization that
successfully blends newcomers with
seasoned veterans and makes you an employer of
choice for any job seeker.

W W W.MDEXP OSHOW.COM

“

Insightful for any HTM employee.”
–G. Apers, Biomedical Engineer

Right to Repair: What you need to
know and how to contribute
Nader Hammoud, BE, MBA, Integrated Manager
Healthcare Technology, John Muir Health and
Binseng Wang, Sodexo Healthcare
Technology Management
For several decades, HTM professionals
have worked harmoniously with most
OEMs in servicing medical devices
either as employees of healthcare
delivery organizations or ISOs. HTM
professionals often acquire training,
service documentation, technical support,
parts and passcodes for diagnostic
software from OEMs. However, in the past
decade, some OEMs have become increasingly less
cooperative in providing support, claiming that
those services are creating safety risks to patients.
HTM professionals in several states have asked
their legislators to institute laws requiring OEMs to
provide such support. At the same time, some OEMs
have asked Congress to require the FDA to redefine
remanufacturing so that many typical servicing
activities would be considered remanufacturing. If
successful, such aggressive restrictions are likely to
undermine patient safety and increase health care
costs. We will describe the struggles at the federal
level and offer advice on how HTM professionals
contribute to resolving this challenge.

PRODUCT DEMO
Fluke Biomedical

Join this product demonstration to learn about Fluke
Biomedical’s products and services.

11:30 AM-12:30 PM

The Need to Partner with Your IT
Department
David Braeutigam, Consultant/Author/
Educator
Does HTM have to report to IT to be successful
in managing medical equipment on the
hospital’s network? The presenter reported to
IT for over 12 years at a large health care system and
will describe the pros and cons of this reporting
structure. How is IT structured to manage all the IT
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KEYNOTE PRESENTATION | WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 12, 2-3 PM
Build a Better Now: Radicalizing the Future of the Medical Equipment Industry

Greg Bennick
Punk Rocker, International
Humanitarian Worker,
Philanthropist, Touring Artist

If you want to build a better future, build
a better now™. The future is up to us,
but in this moment the choices we make
will define our path. In this keynote,
we’ll have a great time and laugh as we
explore ideas around learning from the
past and being willing to draw ideas
from those who have come before
us. We’ll look to the future and ask if

equipment at a large health care system? What can
HTM learn from IT to better manage their department?
How can HTM prepare its staff for managing their IT
equipment?

Tabletop Sterilizers: Theory of
Operation, Repair, Planned Maintenance
and Troubleshooting
Neil Blagman, Product Development
Engineer, Replacement Parts
Industries
This presentation provides critical
information on how to master the
servicing of tabletop steam sterilization units with a
focus on the Midmark M9/M11 units. Key information
on repairs and planned maintenance will be discussed
with hands-on demonstrations. Attendees will be able
to see what to look for when diagnosing problems
with the heating element, PC board, valve assembly,
door gasket, door switch, door spring, chamber filters,
water lever sensor, temperature sensor and more. In
addition, valuable troubleshooting tips will be shared
throughout the presentation.

Skills New BMETs Bring to the HTM
Department and How to Hire Them
Heidi Horn, VP Healthcare Marketing Strategy,
Nuvolo
Participants will hear from a panel of
BMET educators and students about
what skills they are learning in school
that many in HTM don’t have (i.e.
project management, IT, networking and
cybersecurity). They will also hear about
what Generation Z BMETs coming out of school are
looking for in their first BMET job, and how HTM
managers can get them to join their teams and
retain them.
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we have the courage to step into the
unknown and invite new talent and new
energy into what we do. Greg Bennick
is a punk rocker turned motivational
speaker. He understands radical ideas
and pushing for change. He invites us on
a journey. We can’t predict the future,
but we can definitely work together and
help to transform it.

Intentional HTM Career Growth –
Accelerate Your Path Utilizing Ultrasound
Service
James Rickner, Director of Service and
Training, AUS
This session is an entry-level course for
biomeds who want to move into the imaging
arena beginning with ultrasound. Topics to
be discussed include items that must be completed
during PM including how to evaluate image quality,
how to conduct proper customer interviews when
needing to troubleshoot an ultrasound system and
tools available to help in a first-call situation.

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13
8-9 AM

An ISO 13485 Certified In-House HTM
Program? It Can Be Done!
Mark Cooksey, DME Quality
Engineer, Norton Healthcare
You are invited to hear about Norton
Healthcare Corporation’s (NHC) CE ISO
journey. Learn how Norton harnessed
the internal and external forces of change to reshape
its loosely based service activities into a structured
ISO-based quality management system. Hear the
“back story” of why NH CE chose to embark on its
ISO journey, major components of ISO presented in
everyday language, keys to a successful launch, and
the resources and organizational change management
training employed to break through cultural barriers
and increase acceptance of this structural change.
Attendees will walk away with a greater understanding
of how a quality management system works and how
Norton adopted ISO 13485 to get there.
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Diagnosing Problems in a PACS
Network Using Software Emulators
Todd Boyland, CEO, RSTI
This course is designed to help
the imaging service professional
with diagnosing network and PACS
issues common in today’s imaging
department.

Contract Management Techniques
Dean Skillicorn, Manager Clinical
Engineering, St. Luke’s Health
System, and Brian Miller,
Executive Consultant, Equipment
Focused Solutions
Presenters will walk attendees through
how to model service agreements,
what things are “hidden/included at no
cost,” how to identify value, what data
to gather and how to analyze the data.
They will also share how to build plans
and structure agreements to meet the
customer’s needs.

Networking Basics and IT Career
Development Tips
Bruce Vaal, Patient Monitoring
Design Consultant and Jim
Hytken, Patient Monitoring
Specialist, both retired Philips
Participants will learn NOT to be afraid
when talking to IT staff. They will
learn how to get started in computer
networking, basic troubleshooting
commands, tips and certifications
to consider will be discussed. Topics
will include inter-departmental
communication tips and an emphasis on Philips
patient monitoring networks.

“

9:30-10:30 AM

Cybersecurity Plan – Why you
need one and how to create one
Joseph Fishel, Owner, The Fishel Group
This presentation will present a living
document and can be changed as new
things get identified or procedures change.
Mr. Fishel will explain how to utilize an existing CMMS, IoT
applications, IT/IS and risk to create a plan using NIST
standards. He will also discuss the need for a crosswalk as
well as a dashboard to show the strengths and weaknesses
of a program.

Journey Into the Deployment of Various
Clinical Alarm Management Solutions
Izabella Gieras, Director of Clinical
Technology, Huntington Hospital; Roberto
Torres, Jr., M.B.A. Associate Director of
Clinical Engineering and George Lopez,
Senior Clinical Systems Engineer, Cedars
Sinai Health System
The presenter will discuss how Huntington
Hospital embarked on the deployment
of new clinical alarm management/
notification strategies across various clinical
departments. With the leadership of the
clinical technology department, the team
worked closely with a diverse group of health
care representatives to support successful
planning, go-live and post-implementation
phases. Keeping Joint Commission standards
in mind, the team developed robust clinical foundations
to facilitate the operational needs of end-users and the
safety of the patients.

ROI of Clinical Engineers
Carol Davis-Smith, President,
Carol Davis-Smith & Associates, LLC

Why do some health systems employ degreed
engineers (aka, clinical engineers) and others do
not? What complementary skills and additional
value do they bring to healthcare technology
management? We will explore these questions and more
with HTM leaders whose teams include clinical engineers
that play vital roles in supporting their health systems.

The MD Expo is an opportunity to network with someone from a broad spectrum
within our field. An event like no other – filled with technology, solutions and
people that just might make your job as a biomed more effective.”

W W W.MDEXP OSHOW.COM

– Chace Torres, a.k.a. The Bearded Biomed
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Professional Self-Management in a Chaotic
Environment
Shawn Molloy, System Director, Trimedx
This presentation will share time management
hacks and how to use tools to better navigate
through a chaotic environment.

PRODUCT DEMO
Phoenix Data Systems

Join this product demonstration to learn about Phoenix Data
Systems’ products and services.

11 AM-12 PM

HTM Emergency Prep and Business
Continuity
Mike Busdicker, MBA, CHTM, FACHE,
System Director, Clinical Engineering,
Intermountain Healthcare
This presentation will focus on different
phases of emergency prep and business
continuity experienced at Intermountain Healthcare. Data and
information will be shared about pre-crisis response and the
initial plans for HTM business continuity. Then, it will move
into how the department adjusted and enhanced each of the
plans throughout the journey. This will progress into lessons
learned and thoughts about how HTM should be much more
involved with emergency and crisis response.

Electrical Safety Testing – What is actually
required?
Jerry Zion, Global Training Manager,
Fluke Biomedical
This session will discuss the importance of
electrical safety testing in reducing the risk of
injury or death in medical facilities globally. The
presenter will talk about ensuring patient safety by testing to
key electrical safety standards, discuss alternative maintenance
procedures and critical aspects of predictive maintenance.

It Takes a Village – Coming Together
Amidst the Pandemic
Izabella Gieras, Director Clinical
Technology, Huntington Hospital and
Sirvart Karaoglanyan, Sr. Clinical Systems
Engineer, Cedars-Sinai Medical Center
HTM departments have been tremendously
impacted by COVID-19. Presenters from
Huntington Hospital and Cedars Sinai Medical
Center will share their experiences. They will
focus on various medical equipment-related
initiatives and collaborative work with other
6 MD EXPO,
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departments, especially end-users, to support the day-today needs that were constantly changing. They will also
share initiatives that were put in place to support continued
pandemic needs.

Fuel to Thrive in HTM 2.0
Maggie Berkey, Senior BMET,
CommonSpirit Health
To thrive in the days ahead we need all
diverse and able hands on deck! Challenges
are certain and likely numerous; not to
worry, resources are also abundant. We just need to work
together! This session will discuss how to embrace and
proactively prepare for the future of HTM.

PRODUCT DEMO
Armis/Nuvolo

Join this product demonstration to learn about Armis/
Nuvolo’s products and services.

2:45-3:45 PM

Mentoring in Biomed and Health
Technology Management
Eben Kermit, Lead Clinical Applications
/Clinical Engineer, Stanford HealthCare
This session will be highly interactive with
facilitated presentation and participant
engagement. It will help create a structure
for the internal development of your
institution and personnel. A clearly defined and articulated
program to develop employees to rise within technical
roles or in management is a win-win proposition. Creating
opportunities for internships, shadowing senior staff,
academic or short-course education and advanced degree
or certification are important goals with benefits for
employee satisfaction and increased productivity.

Hands-on Session: TEE Probe Maintenance
Matt Tomory, Vice President of Sales and Marketing,
Innovatus Imaging
Supporting TEE probes is one of the costliest
segments within the ultrasound modality, but
it doesn’t have to be. Let our team provide
you with hands-on training to tame these
seemingly intimidating devices. You know
the value of preventive maintenance inspections (PMIs).
You perform PMIs on your ultrasound scanners. Consider
the value of performing PMIs on your TEE probes. You
can significantly reduce your support costs by attending
and acting on the content within this hands-on session.
Become the TEE expert in your facility!
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The Case for Transformational Change —
How “I don’t know who to call” transformed an
organization
Stephen Ellithorpe, Executive Director,
Providence
This session will share how Providence began
an initiative to align its end-user support, clinical
engineering and help desk teams across the
organization and the journey through culture, presumption and service
delivery. Providence is seeking to address these challenges through
the creation of a clinical technology services division. It is aligning
teams, application tools and platforms, collaborating asset data, and
integrating technology teams to centralize and leverage asset data. It
is also leverage spending and types of service spend, bringing visibility
to cyber vulnerabilities and remediation action plans, and leveraging
technical expertise to establish a more formal method of vendor
management and create new career paths for technicians.

Excellence Isn’t Accidental —
It’s Intentional
Carol Davis-Smith, President, Carol Davis-Smith
& Associates, LLC
We all want to be part of excellent healthcare
technology management programs, but what does
it really mean to be excellent? Achieving excellence doesn’t happen
by accident. It’s intentional. It requires an understanding of where you
are, where you want to go, and a roadmap to get there. In this session,
we will consider one method and many resources available to guide a
journey to excellent HTM programs.

4-5 PM

Quality Success Strategies: Using ISO and Lean
6 Sigma to improve customer satisfaction and
operational effectiveness
Mark Cooksey, DME Quality Engineer, Norton
Healthcare
Participants learn the keys to success to achieve ISO
certification and how to engage front-line staff to
utilize quality tools to make their jobs easier and better for their
customers. Quality is a marathon, not a sprint. Come see what
steps an organization can take to begin its quality journey or take
it to the next level.

The Future of Health Care and HTM
David Braeutigam, Consultant/Author/Educator
Health care is changing rapidly and affecting how the
HTM professional operates. The presenter will explain
how he sees the future of health care and how it is
and will affect HTM professionals. He will also give
recommendations on how to prepare for these changes.

REGISTRATION
HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE

$100

FREE
WITH VIP PASS

22MDESOCAL

*ADMISSION FOR INDIVIDUALS EMPLOYED WITH A HOSPITAL,
HEALTH CARE FACILITY, OR ARE ACTIVE MILITARY/STUDENTS.

NON-HOSPITAL EMPLOYEE

$300

INCLUDES EDUCATIONAL SEMINARS, EXHIBIT HALL
ENTRANCE AND NETWORKING EVENTS.

LOCATION
PECHANGA CASINO & RESORT

45000 PECHANGA PKWY TEMECULA, CA 92592

$169
PER NIGHT*

RESERVATIONS:
888-732-4264
DIRECT BOOKING LINK:

*DEADLINE FOR
GROUP RATE:
SEPTEMBER 11, 2022
(MAY SELL OUT
BEFORE DEADLINE)

AIRPORTS
CARLSBAD (CLD) 24.9 MILES AWAY
SANTA ANA (SNA) 46.3 MILES
SAN DIEGO (SAN) 50.6 MILES
LOS ANGELES (LAX) 82.6 MILES

View current education at mdexposhow.com/education
W W W.MDEXP OSHOW.COM
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1015 Tyrone Road, Ste. 120
Tyrone, GA 30290
www.mdexposhow.com

T H A N K YO U TO O U R S P O N S O R S !

mdexposhow.com

